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Abstract 

Phased array weather radar (PAWR) for hazardous weather phenomena observation 
has attracted considerable attention. In this paper, a PAWR simulator for volume scan 
mode modeling is designed and the volume scan model has been used to evalu-
ate the one-dimensional (1D) PAWR beam pattern characteristics and the effect 
of scanning mode. Firstly, the three-dimensional weather field has been generated 
by interpolating spectral moment parameters from next-generation weather radar 
data (NEXRAD), including reflectivity factor, radial velocity and spectral width. Sec-
ondly, based on the parameters of radar system and volume scanning modeling, 
the relationship between phased array beam characteristics and volume scanning 
mode is established, which can fully simulate the scanning process of phased array 
radar at different elevation cuts. Finally, according to the concept of ’scattering center’, 
the time series of each range bin during volume scanning is reconstructed. The perfor-
mance of the PAWR simulator has been evaluated under typical weather scenario, such 
as tornadoes and the results indicated the effectiveness and superiority over traditional 
Doppler weather radar. Simulation examples are provided to illustrate the flexibility 
and practicability of the PAWR simulator, and the factors affecting its PAWR detection 
performance are evaluated. The research results represent that reducing the number 
of linear array elements and increasing the array angle will further exacerbate the deg-
radation of data quality.

Keywords: Phased array weather radar, Volume scan, Time series, Radar parameters, 
Echo simulation

1 Introduction
Phased array weather radar (PAWR) has been attracting considerable interest in recent 
years since its firstly proposed due to high-speed electrical scanning features. Unlike the 
traditional Doppler weather radar with the long scanning period and low resolution, the 
phased array weather radar (PAWR) can effectively enhance the capability of weather 
radar in catastrophic weather monitoring and warning. Unlike the mechanical rotational 
scanning of traditional Doppler weather radar, phased array weather radar (PAWR) sig-
nificantly reduces scanning time by using an electronic scanning method. At the same 
time, multiple beams in the vertical direction can cover the space almost seamlessly and 
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improve the vertical resolution. Therefore, the radar can effectively improve the moni-
toring and early warning capability in catastrophic weather. For PAWR, the accuracy of 
observation data quality under different weather phenomena is the primary problem to 
be solved. The digital beamforming method [1, 2] of phased array weather radar intro-
duces antenna characteristics, such as beamwidth variation and antenna gain versus 
radar scan angle, which makes PAWR data quality significantly different from the next 
generation radar (NEXRAD), and this difference seriously affects the analysis and appli-
cation of PAWR in operational forecasting. The NEXRAD here refers to the network of 
S-band traditional Doppler weather radar in the USA.

To accurately evaluate the system performance and data quality of PAWR, there are 
two methods: outfield observation experiments and computer simulations. The out-
field observation experiments [3, 4] evaluate the system performance and data quality 
of PAWR by simultaneously scanning a phased array and a traditional Doppler weather 
radar at the same or close locations and the Doppler weather radar observation data will 
be used for a reference. In the outdoor observing experiments [3, 4], PAWR system per-
formance and data quality are evaluated by simultaneously scanning a phased array and 
a conventional Doppler weather radar at the same or nearby sites; the Doppler weather 
radar observational data are used as a reference. Unfortunately, this method is limited 
to the unpredictability of weather phenomena and the uncontrollability of some system 
parameters of the radar, which cannot satisfy the qualitative and quantitative assessment 
of phased array radar data quality, whereas simulation method is undoubtedly more 
flexible.

More recently, there has been an increasing interest in phased array weather radar 
simulators and these literatures mainly divided into two categories: interest in phased 
array weather radar simulators has increased, and this literature falls mainly into two 
categories: one is to produce time series signals, and the other is to produce spectral 
moment parameters and polarization parameters. The latter type of simulator has been 
applied to precipitation estimation [5–7] and polarization data assimilation [8], and such 
methods are effective in the applications of only given radar observation data. However, 
in the establishment of the relationship between radar system parameters and weather 
echo, we need to conduct signal modeling on time series. Zrnic [9] described a method 
to simulate weather-like signals using a Doppler spectral and obtains time series signals 
corresponding to the spectral by inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). Galati et al. 
[10] extended Zrnic’s method to generate two random sequences of horizontal and ver-
tical polarization with specified autocorrelation coefficients and cross-correlation coeffi-
cients, which are applied to dual-polarization weather radar. Extending Zrnic’s method, 
Galati et al. [10] realized the simulation of a dual-polarized weather radar by generating 
two random sequences of horizontal and vertical polarization with certain autocorre-
lation and cross-correlation coefficients. The time series simulator is usually based on 
the concept of “scattering centers” (SCs), and the simulator based on SCs simulates the 
scatterer particles in the real atmosphere by artificially setting the number of scatterers 
to fill the space. Cheong et al. [11] designed a three-dimensional (3D) radar simulator 
that generates a weather field containing SCs information through a numerical forecast 
model (NWP) and outputs from it to produce a time series signal. Cheong et  al. [11] 
developed a three-dimensional (3D) radar simulator that uses a numerical prediction 
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model (NWP) to generate a weather field with SC information and uses it to generate a 
time series signal. Byrd et al. [12] designed a polarized phased array weather radar simu-
lator combining SCs model and numerical forecast model to simulate the effect of cross-
polar the field for weather observation, including the implementation of different beam 
formation and waveform design. Byrd et  al. [12] developed a polarized phased array 
weather radar simulator that combines an SCs model and a numerical prediction model 
to simulate the effects of a cross-polarized field for weather observation, including the 
implementation of different beamforms and waveforms. After that, Schvartzman et al. 
[13] designed a signal processing and radar characteristics simulator (SPARC) using the 
base data from the NEXRAD as the input, and each data point is considered as a sta-
tionary scatterer, to generate time series signals by Reference [8]. Similarly, Torres [14] 
designed and evaluated the performance differences of different adaptive scanning algo-
rithms for different PAWR designs based on the SPARC simulator.

The above radar simulators have good performance in dealing with their respective 
design scenarios; however, there are still some limitations in dealing with complete 
volume scan simulations of phased array radar. Firstly, most of the radar simulators 
that simulate the atmospheric field through numerical prediction models can only 
simulate single resolution volumes [15–17], because such radar simulators can greatly 
consume computer resources and make it difficult to simulate different weather pro-
cesses and radar volume scanning processes, because such radar simulators are very 
demanding on computer resources, and it is difficult to simulate different weather sce-
narios and radar volume scanning procedures. In some studies, a lot of atmospheric 
physical information is not needed, and it is more reasonable to use the actual radar 
observation data as the measurement field. Secondly, as a two-dimensional radar sim-
ulator, the SPARC simulator can better establish the relationship between radar char-
acteristics and weather echo, but it is difficult to simulate the influence of antenna 
pattern on the phased array radar volume scanning process. Although FENG et  al. 
[18] proposed a weighted summation of multiple azimuth and elevation echo data 
to simulate the influence of antenna pattern, the relationship between the scanning 
angle change of phased array radar and the antenna pattern has not been established; 
usually, the change of phased array antenna pattern will lead to the change of beam 
width and antenna gain, which directly affects the result of radar volume scanning.

Based on the framework of the SPARC simulator, a 3D PAWR simulator combined 
with volume scanning simulation and time series generation is proposed. The 3D 
weather field generated by NEXRAD Level II data interpolation is used as the basis 
of the real weather field. Usage of such data is more of an engineering solution than 
of meteorological significance. For the purpose of this paper, a one-dimensional (1D) 
PAWR is one that uses mechanical rotary scanning in azimuth and electronic scan-
ning in elevation angle, by mathematically modeling the volume scanning process of a 
one-dimensional (1D) PAWR, antenna pattern is introduced into the simulation pro-
cess to solve the comprehensive influence of beam width and beam gain on the echo. 
The weighting functions are used to calculate the reflectivity factor of each range bin, 
and the time series of each range bin are simulated from the reconstruction spec-
trum, and the pulse pair processing (PPP) method has been utilized to estimate the 
average radial velocity and spectrum width.
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The organizational structure of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 introductions the over-
all structure of the PAWR simulator and the simulation method of each part. Section 3 
provides examples and discussions of the simulator under given radar parameters and 
weather scenarios. Section 4 is the conclusion.

2  Radar simulator structure design
The PAWR simulator’s main purpose is to simulate the weather scanning process of 
1D PAWR. A 3D weather field, radar volume scanning mode, beam pattern, and other 
objects are modeled around this process. During radar scanning, the scatters observed 
by radar beams at each scanning elevation and azimuth angle are calculated, the angles 
between each scatterer and the beam center axis are calculated, and the echo power 
under the corresponding beam pattern is calculated by weighting functions. The scatters 
in each range bin are then reconstructed to generate a new spectrum with the required 
number of pulse accumulations, and the in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) sequences in the 
time domain are obtained using IDFT calculations [19], and the average radial velocity 
and spectrum width in each range bin were calculated using the PPP method. Reflectiv-
ity factor, average radial velocity, and spectrum width are all part of the scatter informa-
tion. The phased array beam pattern and some radar system parameters are adjusted 
synchronously with the change of scanning angle throughout the entire volume scan-
ning process.

The 3D weather field is generated by the bilinear interpolation method and the 
transformation of spherical coordinates into Cartesian rectangular coordinates, with 
NEXRAD II level data as the simulator input. The relevant methods, which this paper 
will not explain, can be referred to [20–22]. It should be noted that the NEXRAD II 
level data used here are the actual radar observation data, and thus, the 3D weather 
field is used as a reference field rather than a real field to facilitate direct simulation of 
the observed difference between the conventional weather radar and the phased array 
weather radar. To reduce computational complexity, the simulation was set up to assume 
no storm evolution during the scan time, so the effect is not simulated.

Figure  1 depicts the overall structure of the PAWR simulator and the main block 
diagram of the simulation process. The “Input base data” is NEXRAD II data, which 
includes reflectivity factor, average radial velocity, and spectrum width, and is read by 
the ncread function in MATLAB. The “Scanning Simulator” as the main component of 
the simulator simulates the volume scanning process of PAWR, including the display of 
plan position indicator (PPI). The whole volume scanning process is composed of each 
range bin as the basic unit to form a radial (radial refers to the radar is composed of 
multiple range bins at the current azimuth angle), radials of multiple azimuth angles 
for an elevation cut, and then multiple elevation cuts form a complete volume scan-
ning process. Some of the parameters are initially given by the simulator, while others 
need to be calculated in real time to simulate volume scanning, and then these param-
eters are updated synchronously with the scanning process. For example, the param-
eters in “Volume Coverage Pattern” are given based on the actual radar parameters, 
whereas the parameters in “Antenna Patterns” are calculated based on the antenna pat-
tern of the given initial transmitting and receiving states. Under the initial conditions, 
these core parameters are updated during the scanning process. It should be mentioned 
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that because the 1D phased array is used in this paper, only the variation of the vertical 
beamwidth is considered, while the horizontal beamwidth is fixed in comparison to con-
ventional weather radar. The “Spatial Parameters” module saves all of the radar site and 
SCs coordinates, including Cartesian and spherical coordinates, so that we can accu-
rately locate them in the simulation. Echo power of each range bin is calculated using 
the “Weighting Function” module. The spectrum signal based on the pulse accumulation 
number, average radial velocity and spectrum width of all scatterers in a single range bin 
are reconstructed using the “Spectrum Reconstruction” module, which is based on the 
Gaussian spectrum model [23]. Repeat the block diagram flow until the scanning pro-
cess is completed. Some of the key steps are detailed below.

3  Volume scanning simulator of phase array weather radar
3.1  Beam transceiver mode

The 1D PAWR antenna array is composed of numerous linear elements, and the directional 
beam is produced by varying the beam phase and coherent superposition of each element. 
In the PAWR simulator, the antenna array will be positioned at a certain angle with the 
horizontal plane. To minimize the effects of beam broadening and antenna gain attenua-
tion, the phased array antenna typically has two transmitting and receiving modes: narrow 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of PAWR simulation framework
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beam transmitting and narrow beam receiving, and wide beam transmitting and narrow 
beam receiving. The first mode is similar to conventional weather radar in that it trans-
mits and receives beam with the same beam width. The second one, which is to transmit a 
wider beam first and receive it with multiple narrower beams, is referred to as rapid obser-
vation. In this paper, we concentrate on the rapid observation mode. Figure 2 shows the 
beam transceiver mode in fast observation mode. The antenna array maintains a fixed angle 
γ , and the setting of the general angle γ affects the observation results; therefore, the angle 
of the array must be set according to the observation scene, and this part will be addressed 
further in Sect. 4.3. The angle between the normal direction of the antenna array and the 
beam central axis is refer to as the antenna scanning angle. Multiple receiving beams are 
used to cover the transmitting beam irradiation areas. In this study, single beam transmit-
ting and four-beam receiving modes are simulated. The angle between the central axis of 
each receiving beam and the horizontal plane is the elevation angle.

The scanning strategy of weather radar is according to the specified volume coverage pat-
tern (VCP). In the PAWR simulator, the scanning strategy follows the conventional weather 
radar in azimuth, and the horizontal beam width is used as the azimuth to simulate the 
rotating scanning. In the vertical direction, the scanning mode of the single wide beam 
transmitting and multiple narrow beams receiving in Fig. 2. Scanning strategy configura-
tion includes range resolution, pulse accumulation, PRF, pulse width τ , horizontal beam 
width and frequency. The simulated data are stored in the grid as azimuth × elevation × 
range bin, the azimuth number and range bin number are expressed as

where Azis and Azie refer to the initial azimuth and final azimuth in the scanning pro-
cess. Rmax refers to the maximum unambiguous range of radar, and Tp refers to the pulse 
width.

(1)Na =
(Azie − Azis)

θH

(2)Nrb =
Rmax

Rr
=

1

PRF · Tp

Fig. 2 Bean transceiver mode diagram in rapid observation mode
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3.2  Radar signal simulation of volumetric scanning

Because a volume scan is made up of numerous beams for a 1D phased array, it is 
important to model beam scanning that includes both transmitting and receiving 
beams. In our model, the transmitting beams are used to calculate the scanning cov-
erage area, and receiving beams are used to determine the observation results. Fig-
ure  3a shows the modeling of received beam scanning process. In the figure, two 
receiving beams are used as schematics. In the actual simulation, there are four 
receiving beams. The actual beam shape is close to a pen beam, to simplify the model, 
a conical beam is used instead. The beam consists of multiple range bins. The length 
of a single range bin represents the range resolution Rr , Rr =

cτ

2
 , where c denotes the 

speed of light (3 ×  108  ms−1) and tau is the pulse duration. Point O represents the 
location of the radar site. All black dots in the 3D weather field represent interpolated 
data points; similarly, these data points are represented as scatterers, where each scat-
terer contains spectral moment information: reflectivity factor, average radial velocity 
and spectral width, and the red dots represent all scatterers received within the cur-
rent range resolution. The azimuth and elevation angles of each beam are determined 
by the beam’s central axis OO2.

Fig. 3 Modeling of scanning process
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The single beam scanning modeling method is as follows:

1. Determine the angular range of the beam coverage in the horizontal and vertical 
directions, the angular constraint condition is expressed as

where azi0 and ele0 refer to the azimuth angle and elevation angle of the beam central 
axis. The azimuth angle and elevation angle of 0° are defined in the north direction 
(scanning counterclockwise) and the plane where the radar site is located. θH and 
φV  are beam widths in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, which will be 
introduced in Sect. 3.4.

2. Distance constraints locate each scatterer to its range bin. As shown in Fig. 3b, the 
distance is calculated by projecting the distance from each scatterer to the radar sta-
tion onto the beam center axis. The distance constraint can be expressed as

where 
−−−→
O1O2 represents the vector of the range resolution in the direction of the 

beam center axis, 
−−−→
O1SC1 represents the vector from the starting point of the current 

range bin to the scatterer, d is the projection distance we calculated.
The above steps are repeated to realize the simulation of all the range bins in a single 

beam. It should be mentioned that for the transmitting beam, only the echo areas illumi-
nated within the beam range need to be determined. The simulation of the whole volume 
scanning process is composed of beams with different elevation angles and azimuth angles.

3.3  Time series generation

In the actual radar detection, the echo pulse sequence that changes within a certain range 
bin is received. Due to the randomness of the size and location of the scatterers in the 
atmospheric field, the amplitude and phase are both random variables, so the sampling of 
the time series has great randomness. According to the theoretical research and observa-
tion, the power spectrum of most meteorological echoes with Gauss distribution [24, 25], 
so the time series I/Q signal is also a Gaussian distribution with zero mean value.

The coherent integration signal from of all scatterers in a single range bin is referred to as 
the composite signal. Each composite signal of the spectrum signal from all scatterers can 
be mathematically expressed as follows [9, 19]:

(3)
azi0 −

θH

2
< θ < azi0 +

θH

2

ele0 −
ϕV

2
< ϕ < ele0 +

ϕV

2

(4)d =
∣

∣

∣

−−−→
O1SC1

∣

∣

∣

cos (θS) =
−−−→
O1SC1 ∗

−−−→
O1O2

|O1O2|

(5)|O1(x, y, z)| < d < |O2(x, y, z)|

(6)S
(

f
)

=
∫∫∫

SCi(f )dθdϕdr + ℵ
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where SCi represents the power spectrum signal of a single scatterer, echo signal of sin-
gle range bin constructed by integrating all scatterer signals within range resolution, and 
ℵ is the simulated thermal noise added.

Each SC in the 3D weather field represents the meteorological echo of each range 
bin detected by the actual radar, so we can recover its power spectrum signal by 
simulation. The spectrum signal of each SC can be expressed as

where RND is a random variable that obeys uniform distribution between [0, 1], N is 
the number of scatterers, σf  refers to the spectral width, σf = 2Wi/� , Wi is the velocity 
spectrum width, fd refers to Doppler frequency shift, fd = 2Vi/� , Vi is the average radial 
velocity. Frequency f related to PRF and pulse accumulation number expressed as

where m is the sequence number of each pulse and M is the pulse accumulation number. 
In the PAWR simulator, the random phase is used to represent the phase information of 
the scatterer, and the phase spectrum Df = 2π · RND.
Pi is the average return power of each scatterer weighted by antenna gain, accord-

ing to the Monte Carlo method [26], the sum of the contributions of each scatterer 
within a single range bin is used to determine the overall amount of backscattered 
energy. In the PAWR simulator, the echo intensity of a single range bin depends 
on the reflectivity factor of all scatterers in the range bin, the antenna gain and the 
coherent integration of the distance, and the weighting functions are used to calcu-
late the total energy returned by each range bin without considering the system loss 
and radar peak power difference. The expression of the weighting functions are as 
follows:

where Zi is the reflectivity factor of each scatterer in the range bin. θ it and θ ir are the 
angles between each scatterer and the central axis of the transmitting beam and the cen-
tral axis of the receiving beam in the vertical direction, respectively. Gt and Gr are the 
transmitting gain and receiving gain of each scatterer at this position, Gt = Gt0 · cosθ it , 
and Gr = Gr0 · cosθ ir . The time series I/Q can be obtained after IDFT by combining the 
phase spectrum and the reconstructed power spectrum signal, which is expressed as

(7)SCi(f ) = −ln(1− RND)
Pi√
2πσf

exp

[

(f − fd)
2

2σ 2
f

]

, i = 1, 2, . . .N

(8)f = −
PRF

2
+

m · PRF
M

,m = 1, 2, . . .M

(9)Pi =
10

(

Zi
10

)

Gt

(

θ it
)

Gr

(

θ ir
)

∑N
i=1Gt

(

θ it
)

Gr

(

θ ir
)

, i = 1, 2, . . .N

(10)XM = IM + jQM =
M
∑

i=1

(√

Sf cosDf +
√

Sf sinDf

)

· exp
(

j2πmi

M

)
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were the time series XM is the simulated echo signal, and the spectral moment estima-
tion uses the PPP method [27] to calculate the average radial velocity and spectral width 
from the signal. Repeat the above methods for each range bin to obtain the time series 
and spectral moments of all scanning areas.

3.4  Antenna characteristics

The linear array antenna pattern model is employed in this paper to describe the antenna 
pattern. The antenna pattern is expressed as [28]:

where EF is the element factor. In this paper, all elements are set to have the same ele-
ment factor, where M is the number of elements and Im is the complex voltage of each 
element; the complex voltage of all elements is the same, Im = 1 . � is the radar wave-
length and xm refers to as the position of the array element which is calculated as

where d is the element spacing, d = �/2 . To prevent the occurrence of grating lobes, the 
element spacing is generally not more than half of the wavelength in the design.

In the PAWR simulator, the antenna characteristics of linear phased array are 
reflected by the antenna pattern. To simplify, the switch between transmitting and 
receiving states in PAWR is realized by controlling the number of open and close array 
elements. It is easy to find that beamwidth and antenna gain change with scanning 
angle and transmitting and receiving states. The beam width is represented by the 
antenna pattern as

where ϕV  is considered as 3dB vertical beam width under uniform aperture irradiation, 
where k is the beam width factor, k = 0.886 , L is the antenna aperture length, L = Md . 
Similarly, for the phased array radar with uniform aperture and radiation efficiency of 1, 
the antenna gain can be expressed as [29]

where θH is the horizontal beam width, in 1D PAWR, θH does not change with scanning, 
which is set to a fixed value ( θH = 1◦ ), G0 is the antenna gain in the initial state ( θ0 = 0◦ ) 
and then recalculated with the change of scanning angle during volume scanning.

Finally, we give the specific algorithm flow of the simulation model in Fig. 4.

(11)F(θ) = cos
EF
2 (θ) ·

M
∑

m=1

Ime
j
2π
�

xm(sin(θ)−sin (θ0))

(12)xm = [m− 0.5(m+ 1)d],m = 1, 2, . . . ,M

(13)ϕV =
k�

Lcosθ0

(14)G0 = 10 lg
32000

θHϕV
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4  Examples and discussion
In order to demonstrate the precision and adaptability od the PAWR simulator as well as 
the effects on data quality under various scanning strategies, this section present three 
examples. The three examples are based on a typical tornado weather scenario modeling.

4.1  Verification of PAWR simulator

We selected NEXRAD II level data from a tornado process monitored by the Kentucky 
(KHPX) WSR-88D radar at 3:33:22 on December 11, 2021, to generate a 3D weather 
field with a resolution of 0.1 km × 0.1 km × 0.5 km. We choose the scanning results 
of WSR-88D radar as a reference field to verify the effect and accuracy of the simula-
tor. The PAWR related modules in the simulator are closed to avoid the simulation dif-
ferences caused by the antenna of the phased array, and the general radar parameter 

Fig. 4 Algorithm flow chart of volume scanning simulation

Table 1 General radar system parameters

Radar parameters Value

Frequency 2800 MHz

Pulse repetition frequency 320 Hz

Pulse accumulation number 64

Pulse width 1.57 μs

Range resolution 250 m

Number of range bin 1832

Beamwidth 1°

Antenna gain 45.1 dB
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configuration is retained. The scanning strategy adopts the VCP212 mode consistent 
with WSR-88D, which is used for some extreme weather such as strong convection. The 
system parameter configuration of general radar is shown in Table 1. Most of the param-
eters are obtained by reading NEXRAD II level data, and the antenna gain is calculated 
according to Formula (14). Figure 5 shows the simulation results of the PAWR simula-
tor, and Fig. 5a, b is reflectivity PPIs for reference field and simulated volume scanning, 
respectively.

It can be found from the PPI that the display of the simulation field is somewhat 
“fuzzy” compared with the reference field display, this phenomenon is mainly to obtain 
the resolution of the original data that does not meet our needs, and the interpolation 
algorithm smoothies the NEXRAD II data. But the simulation field keeps a high consist-
ency with the reference field in the overall structure of the echo, especially at the trian-
gular marker, it can be found that the simulation field retains the same tornado feature 
as the reference field, namely the typical hook echo. Figure 6 shows the distribution of 
complete areas’ reflectivity of the simulation field and reference field. Overall, the sim-
ulation and reference fields maintain a consistent trend, especially in areas larger than 
20dBZ. The simulation field below 20dBZ is lower than the reference field as a whole, on 
the one hand, because the “cone of silence” appears in the center of the simulation field, 
as can be seen from Fig. 5, on the other hand, the loss of the simulation process (data 
smoothing) makes the effective data of the simulation field less than the reference field 
(less than 20dBZ areas).

Fig. 5 The PPI display of reflectivity factor in simulated field and reference field at 0.44° elevation cut
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4.2  PAWR volume scan

4.2.1  Single elevation cut example

In this section, the parameters of the phased array in the PAWR simulator are recon-
sidered, and the single elevation cut of S-band 1D PAWR is simulated. The parameter 
configuration of the phased array weather radar is shown in Table 2, and the scanning 
strategy configuration is shown in Table 1.

Here, we choose the lowest elevation cut for scanning simulation. Figure 7 shows the 
spectral moments of the simulation field and the reference field, where the reference 
field for the elevation cut (0.44°), and the simulation field for the elevation cut (0.44°). In 
Fig. 7b, c, the triangular marker represent a single range bin. After spectrum reconstruc-
tion, Fig. 7d shows the time series and Doppler spectrum at the triangular marker, and 
the corresponding information of all scatterers in a single range bin is given in Table 3, 
the average radial velocity of simulation is Vsim = −28.9 m/s, and the spectrum width of 
simulation is Wsim = 2.9 m/s.
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Fig. 6 The distribution of complete areas reflectivity of the simulation and reference fields

Table 2 System parameters of the simulated 30-elements PAWR 

Radar parameters Value

Frequency 2800 MHz

Pulse repetition frequency 2000 Hz

Pulse accumulation number 64

Pulse width 0.5 μs

Range resolution 75 m

Number of range bin 1000

Vertical beamwidth Transmit: 12.6°
Receive: 3.3°

Antenna gain Transmit: 34 dB
Receive: 40 dB
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Fig. 7 The simulation field and spectral moments at the lowest elevation cut, and comparison with the 
reference field

Table 3 Scatterers’ spectral moments within a single range bin in a volume scan simulation

Scatterers serial number Velocity (m/s) Spectrum 
width 
(m/s)

Scatterer1 − 28.2 2.9

Scatterer2 − 28.1 2.9

Scatterer3 − 29.5 3.4
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4.2.2  Volume scan

Further simulation of the complete volume scanning process, the purpose of this part of 
the simulation is to compare and analyze the phased array data and the reference field, 
and to verify its consistency with the actual PAWR observation experiment results. Fig-
ure 8 shows the PPI display of the volume scanning process for the reference field and 
simulation field. And Table 4 shows the running time of the volume scanning process.

Fig. 8 From top to bottom are the PPI display of the simulation field volume coverage pattern at the 
elevation cuts (0°, 3°, 6°, 9°), and comparison with reference field at the elevation cuts (0.44°, 1.23°, 3.07°, 5.07°)
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Without considering the effects of range ambiguity and velocity ambiguity in the 
PAWR simulator, a higher PRF is set. In this paper, the detection range of simulated 
PAWR is far less than that of WSR-88D radar. To make PAWR scan to the same echoes 
areas as WSR-88D radar, we scaled down the spatial scale of the weather echo in the 
process of drawing PPI. We can find that the echo position of the simulation field and 
the reference field in the PPI display is not completely consistent, because the relative 
position between the simulated radar and the weather echo cannot be guaranteed to be 
consistent with the actual radar when the weather echo is scaled in equal proportion, 
which has does not affect the analysis of the echo structure and intensity change. It can 
be seen that the simulated spectral moments, including reflectivity, average radial veloc-
ity and spectral width, are close to the reference field in the overall structure and inten-
sity. At the same time, we can also find that the echo areas scanned by PAWR are higher 
than that of the reference field, especially with the elevation of the scanning elevation 
angle, this situation is more obvious. This is because the 3° beam width used by PAWR 
here will receive more echo information than the 1° beam width of WSR-88D. Secondly, 
the beam broadening effect of the PAWR will increase with the increase in the scanning 
angle, which will be discussed emphatically in the next section.

We compare the scanning results of PAWR and WSR-88D radars using the reflectiv-
ity of the lowest elevation cuts. When compared to other elevation cuts, the echo areas 
scanned by the two radars at the lowest elevation cuts are the closest. The probability 
density distribution of reflectivity is depicted in Fig. 9.

There are obvious differences between PAWR and WSR-88D radar in the echo near 
20 dBZ and the echo below 0 dBZ. According to the observation experiment, the echo 
intensity is divided into three kinds of intensity: weak echoes (< 30 dBZ), medium ech-
oes (10−30 dBZ), and strong echoes (> 30 dBZ). For further data analysis, Table 5 shows 
the proportion of different intensity echoes of the two radars (the calculation is based on 
the proportion of current grade echoes in their effective echoes); PAWR has a lower pro-
portion in strong echo than WSR-88D radar, a higher proportion in medium echo and a 
lower proportion in weak echo, which is close to the results of field observation experi-
ments [30]. From the perspective of  the antenna, it is due to the smoothing effect of the 
PAWR wide beam and the low antenna gain. On the one hand, the strong echo areas and 
the weak echo areas are smoothed in the detection process, which increases the areas 
of medium echo. On the other hand, the antenna gain of PAWR is lower than that of 
the WSR-88D parabolic reflector system, which reduces the sensitivity of PAWR and the 
detection ability of PAWR for weak echo [31].

4.3  Different PAWR 

In this section, the PAWR simulator of S-band PAWR system with different array 
elements and different array angles v is represented. The purpose of this part of the 

Table 4 The running time of simulation

Range bin number Running time (s)

1 0.7

1440000 143.6
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simulation is to study the influence of the number of elements and the angle of the 
array on the simulation scanning results.

We simulated two kinds of PAWR: 30-elements and 60-elements. The radar param-
eters are configured in Tables 2 and 6. Two kinds of PAWR scan the same echo areas 
with different array angles v. In fact, the change of array angle can be regarded as the 
change of scanning angle. Figure 10 shows the reflectivity generated by simulation of 
two kinds of PAWR at different array angles and their corresponding antenna pattern, 
the array angles are set to 5° and 45°, respectively.

The simulated radar reflectivity shows that the 30-elements PAWR has a more 
noticeable smoothing effect than the 60-elements PAWR in the hook echo near the 
triangle areas, and this part of the detail has been completely lost. Figure 11 shows 

Fig. 9 Probability density distribution of reflectivity of two radars at the lowest elevation cut

Table 5 The proportion of different intensity echoes of two radars

Ratio distribution WSR-88D (%) PAWR (%)

> 30 dBZ 22 19

10–30 dBZ 55 60

< 10 dBZ 23 21

Table 6 System parameters of the simulated 60-elements PAWR 

Radar parameters Value

Frequency 2800 MHz

Pulse repetition frequency 2000 Hz

Pulse accumulation number 64

Pulse width 0.5 μs

Range resolution 75 m

Number of range bin 1000

Vertical beamwidth Transmit:6.34°
Receive:1.69°

Antenna gain Transmit:37 dB
Receive:42 dB
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the probability density distribution of reflectivity data in Fig. 10 after statistical analy-
sis; we can further see that the scanning results of 30-elements at 45° array angle and 
5° array angle have obvious changes, while the scanning results of 60-elements at 45° 
array angle and 5° array angle have no obvious changes. Similarly, Table 7 summarizes 
the error statistics of reflectivity data of different linear arrays in this simulation; the 
reference field in Fig.  7 is used as the calculation standard. From the results, it can 
be seen that in terms of data quality, 60 array elements will be better. In general, the 
30-elements has a wider beam width than the 60-elements, which is unfavorable for 
the fine observation of the structure of weather scenes such as tornadoes. At the same 
time, a wider beam width will bring a more serious beam broadening effect, which 
will be difficult for us to analyze data in the later stage.

5  Conclusions
The scanning model and the SPARC framework, which were both developed by Sch-
vartzman et al. [13], are combined in this phased array weather radar (PAWR) simulator, 
which moves the simulation process from two-dimensional to three-dimensional data 
input. The Lagrange SC framework, which Cheong et at. [11] demonstrated, is combined 
with the beam pattern to introduce the phased array antenna pattern, which reflects the 
beam pattern characteristics of the phased array. We demonstrate the application of this 
method for spectrum reconstruction using the time series generating method provided 

Fig. 10 The PPI display of reflectivity and corresponding antenna pattern for 30-elements and 60-elements 
PAWR at different array angles
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by Zrnic [9]. The spectral moment parameter velocity and spectral width are examples 
that are obtained via the PPP approach.

To eliminate the effects of the phased array beam characteristics input to the data, 
simulations construct a 3D filed using NEXRAD II data rather than phased array radar 
observation data. Additionally, since NEXRAD II data are used directly as input to 
weather processes, this method allows us to complete the scanning simulation of all 
without incurring the additional time and computational costs of using sophisticated 
methods like a numerical prediction model and only simulating a volume with a single 
resolution. The radar system parameters are added to the scanning model and time 
series modeling. To establish the relationship between the simulated scanning weather 
echoes and the radar system parameters, the radar system parameters are added to 
the scanning model and time series modeling. In the same weather scenario, we evalu-
ated the simulation performance of the PAWR simulator and provided two examples. 
The findings demonstrate that this approach is not only appropriate for phased array 
radar but also exhibits well congruence with the real WSR-88D radar after closing the 
phased array characteristic module. Next, we simulated the complete PAWR volume 
scanning and compared it with the results of WSR-88D radar scanning. The compar-
ison results show that the simulator is capable of simulating a phased array radar’s 
whole scanning process and producing the relevant spectral moments. It has also been 
established that the phased array’s wide beam will have a noticeable smoothing effect 
in the scanned echo areas. At the same time, a wide beam’s reduction in beam gain 
will make it harder to detect weak echoes, and the receiving echo regions will grow 

Fig. 11 Probability density distribution of reflectivity of two kinds of PAWR at different array angles

Table 7 Summary of error statistics under simulation

Radar Bias (dB) Standard 
deviation 
(dB)

30-elements (45°) 1.58 1.87

60-elements (45°) 1.27 1.36

30-elements (45°) 1.93 2.56

60-elements (45°) 1.25 1.34
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as a result of the phased array’s wide beam. Compared to WSR-88D radar, this was 
particularly pronounced at high elevation angle. Additionally, the two different types 
of PAWR scan the identical echo areas at various elements and array angles were con-
trasted in the samples. The results show that the 60-elements PAWR retains more ech-
oes structure than 30-elements, and the influence of the beam broadening effect on 
high scanning angle will also be significantly reduced. At the same time, the scanning 
angle is correlated with the array angle. When scanning at a high elevation cut, the 
array angle is changed to reduce the scanning angle and reduce the influence of the 
beam broadening effect.

Currently, the PAWR simulator focuses on the 1D PAWR, which is most widely used 
in meteorological service. The PAWR simulator system structure will be improved in 
the following work in order to model the two-dimensional phased array scanning pro-
cess. Additionally, the impact of phased array characteristics on the measurement of the 
polarization parameter during scanning is then further investigated by combining the 
polarization parameter simulation approach with the PAWR simulator.
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